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About Us
Since the beginning of our journey, we, Guru Kirpa Enterprises have been manufacturing the 

best range of excavator spare parts. Our wide range includes Collar Bush, Excavator Bucket 

Parts, Excavator Track, Chain Bush, Bucket Bushing, Excavator Collar Bush, Rock Breaker 

etc. Our procurement agents help us source the best raw material which is obtained from 

the certified vendors. Use of the high grade raw material make our excavator spare parts 

matchless when compared to the offerings of other companies. At our unit, we have 

installed imported high end machines and equipment which supports us in manufacturing 

our array for which we are globally renowned. All our excavator spare parts are offered at 

market leading prices as we think of our customers before our personal interests. Till today, 

all clients who have given us the chance to serve them are highly pleased and proudly 

recommend our name to other. By the support of out team, we have overcome every 

obstacle which came in our way and now have acquired the top most position among 

leading business entities. We aim to grow more and make our brand globally popular and the 

first choice of customers. We promise our clients that we will be serving them more 

efficiently in future and they will never be disappointed about their decision of giving us the 

chance to serve them.

Why Customers Choose Us?
There are numerous manufacturing companies in the industry, although people choose us 

over others after observing that we are beneficial to associate with. Apart from our 

qualitative excavator spare parts, our honesty is something which attracts them the most. 

Following are some of the other reasons owing to which customers prefer us over others:

 Habit of keeping promises  100% quality tested products

 Prompt delivery of consignments  Ethical trading values

Quality Assurance
One of the factors on which our reputation depends is the equality of our products like 

excavator bucket parts, collar bush, bucket bushing etc. For this, we strive to always 

maintain high standards. At our premises, we have built a quality panel where the obtained 

raw material is thoroughly checked before the manufacturing process. Later, the products 

are monitored on various parameters such as dimensions, durability and resistance to 

corrosion. Only after the approval of experts, items are sent to the packaging unit.



Our Product

Excavator Collar Bush Excavator Track Chain Bush Excavator H Link

Excavator Machine H Links Excavator Stick End Excavator Chain Guard

Excavator Pin Excavator Bucket Pin Excavator Chain Bush Pin



Excavator Master Pin Heavy Loading Excavator Buckets Excavator Bucket

Excavator Lock Collar Bucket Collar Rod Pin

Rock Breaker Tensioner Bolt Excavator Arm Set Excavator Tooth Lock Pin
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